Scenes from the Columbia Athletics Hall of Fame inaugural induction event, held on Feb. 18 in Low Rotunda (clockwise from top left): Baseball legend Lou Gehrig, CC’21–’23, is inducted; Jim McMillian, CC’70, who was inducted both as an individual and as a member of the 1967–1968 men’s basketball team, receiving his plaque from University trustee George L. Van Amssen, CC’74; the Athletics Hall of Fame is located in the Leiven Gymnasium lobby in the Dodge Fitness Center; Ellen O. Kaden, L’AW’77 and University trustee, presents special category inductee Connie Maniatty, CC’43, with a plaque in honor of his special contributions to the Columbia athletics program. Center: A few of the younger members (football); and John Witkowski, CC’84 (football).